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Public Health England

Public Health England launches nationwide breast cancer campaign

Be clear on cancer: campaign continues

New analysis shows improving cancer survival in England using world-leading cancer staging data

Breast screening: working party report on higher risk women

1 in 3 breast cancers are in women over 70

Breast screening: helping women decide

NHS breast screening programme [archived site]

NICE

Breast Cancer: Guidance [= complete overview]

Eyes on Evidence : bias in reporting of randomised controlled trials in breast cancer

Eyes on Evidence : women’s perspectives on overdiagnosis in screening for breast cancer

NHS Choices

NHS screening

Breast cancer screening

Breast cancer screening 'cuts deaths by 40%' expert panel says

Office for National Statistics


Geographic Patterns of Cancer Survival in England: Adults diagnosed 2004 to 2008 and followed up to 2013

Mortality in the United Kingdom, 1983-2013

World Health Organization

EUCAN Cancer fact sheet: breast cancer

World Cancer Research Fund International

Breast cancer statistics

Breast cancer survivors

Diet, Nutrition, Physical Activity & Breast Cancer Survivors

Europa Donna (European Breast Cancer Coalition)

Breast cancer facts

Metastatic Breast Cancer: Focus for Advocacy

Exploring the Role of Advocates in Breast Cancer Research
Breast cancer 'tumour trigger' that spreads disease discovered

All Party Parliamentary Group on Breast Cancer

Find out about the work of the APPGBC

Register Of All-Party Groups [as at 30 July 2015]

Age is just a number

Age is still just a number

Breast Cancer Now

Wear it pink [campaign]

Secondary breast cancer patients are being left in the dark

Breast Cancer Now launches petition to demand drug price drop

Breast Cancer Now responds to new research UK has consistently lower survival rates than other European countries

Breast Cancer Now responds to investigation into the Cancer Drugs Fund

Response to new figures released by the Office for National Statistics that show an increase in breast cancer incidence in the UK

Breast Cancer Now comments on study re benefits of mammographic screening

Comment on new study 'Family history and outcome of young patients with breast cancer in the UK'

Older women with breast cancer are still not receiving the support they need

Breast cancer - not just a female disease

New cancer strategy published – now it’s time for action

2050 blogs

2050: making the Last One a reality

2050: early detection and diagnosis

2050: Improving breast cancer treatments

ED 20th Anniversary Brochure

11th ED Pan European Conference Highlights

European Society of Breast Cancer Specialists

The requirements of a specialist breast centre

Quality indicators in breast cancer care

European Cancer Organisation (ECCO)

EJC NEWS: Latest EUROCARE analysis shows huge variations in cancer survival across Europe

Deaths from breast cancer fall in Europe, but unexplained differences between countries remain

EVENTS: EBCC10 - European Breast Cancer Arts and Humanities Award Call for Nominations

10th European Breast Cancer Conference (EBCC-10) [9-11 March 2016; submission for abstracts until 4 Nov. 2015]

European Society for Medical Oncology

Breast Cancer: A Guide for Patients

NHS Evidence

Uptake of breast cancer prevention and screening trials

Help seeking behavior of women with self-discovered breast cancer symptoms : a meta-ethnographic synthesis of patient delay

Benefits and Harms of Breast Cancer Screening A Systematic Review

Influence of tumour stage at breast cancer detection on survival in modern times: population based study in 173 797 patients

Mediterranean Diet and Invasive Breast Cancer Risk Among Women at High Cardiovascular Risk in the PREDIMED Trial: A Randomized Clinical Trial
**2050: prevention, the best weapon against breast cancer**

Breast Cancer Care

Breast cancer cases have risen by a fifth in a decade - but no extra nurses

Majority of women suffer with side-effects due to breast cancer treatment

Almost a fifth of women with breast cancer wait more than a month to see their GP about a breast symptom

Recent Publications

In it together: for partners of people with breast cancer

Breast mates: workbook and posters

Fertility toolkit

Breast pain

Breast cysts

Your breasts, your health - supporting people with learning disabilities

Your breasts, your health - throughout your life

Breast changes during and after pregnancy

Breast Cancer UK

Prevention is better than cure [campaign]

EDC free Europe [campaign]

No more breast cancer [campaign]

Reduce your risk

BLOG: It's time to talk prevention

Cancer Task Force's new strategy fails to address environmental chemicals as risk factor for cancer

BLOG: Collaboration with MIdwife and LIfe blog

Macmillan Cancer Support

Breast Cancer

Understanding breast cancer

---

**HMIC**

A comprehensive framework and key guideline recommendations for the provision of evidence-based breast cancer survivorship care within the primary care setting.


Trends in aggregate cancer incidence rates in relation to screening and possible overdiagnosis: A word of caution.

(Duffy, Stephen W. : Journal of Medical Screening, Vol 21, no 1, 2014)

Do women who intermittently attend breast screening differ from those who attend every invitation and those who never attend?


Improving decision making about clinical trial participation: a randomised controlled trial of a decision aid for women considering participation in the IBIS-II breast cancer prevention trial.

(Juraskova, I. : British Journal of Cancer, , Vol 111, No 1, Jul 1 2014, p 1-7)

Aspirin use and survival after the diagnosis of breast cancer: a population-based cohort study.


Breast cancer and ages at first marriage and first birth: a new hypothesis.


A systematic assessment of benefits and risks to guide breast cancer screening decisions.

(Pace, L.E. : Journal of the American Medical Association, Vol. 311, no. 13, Apr 2 2014, p 1327-1335)

Examining the cost-effectiveness of radiation therapy among older women with favorable-risk breast cancer.

(Sen, Soulok. : Journal of the National Cancer Institute, , Vol. 106, no. 3, Mar 2014)

Breast cancer presentation and diagnostic delays in young women.

(Ruddy, Kathryn J. : Cancer, Vol. 120, no. 1, Jan 1 2014, p 20-25)

Socioeconomic disparities in breast cancer treatment among older women.

(White, Arica : Journal of Women's Health, Vol. 23, no. 4, Apr 7 2014, p 335-341)

### Recent Publications

**Managing your money day to day**

**Physical activity and cancer treatment**

**Older women’s experience of breast cancer alongside other health conditions: The EPAN study of women aged 70 years and over.**

### Cancer Research UK

**Breast Cancer**

- Research into breast cancer tests and screening
- Research into treating breast cancer
- Research into living with breast cancer

### BMJ

- **Backlash against “pinkwashing” of breast cancer awareness campaigns**
- **Start mammography at age 45, US guideline recommends**
- **Campaigners demand right to generic version of breast cancer drug**
- **Reduced breast cancer risk seen with Mediterranean diet and added olive oil**
- **NHS England drops 16 medicines from Cancer Drugs Fund**

### In the news

- **Women urged to wait until 45 for breast cancer screenings** (Telegraph, Oct. 2015)
- **Breast cancer patients feel let down by Cameron, says woman cited in PMQs** (Guardian, Oct. 2015)
- **You need a lot of luck, not just positivity, when cancer strikes** (Guardian, Oct. 2015)
- **Mark & Spencer ads feature breast cancer survivors in #ShowYourStrap campaign** (Independent, Oct. 2015)
- **Cancer charities condemn NHS England for axing medicines** (Guardian, Sept. 2015)
- **Study: common form of breast cancer may warrant less aggressive treatment** (Guardian, Aug. 2015)
- **Breast cancer charity merger is right – but it’s hard to lose good colleagues** (Guardian, June 2015)
- **Breast cancer gets a newly renamed charity - and new hope** (Telegraph, June 2015)
- **We must not allow secondary breast cancer to be forgotten** (Telegraph, June 2015)